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WINDS OF CHANGE

SUMMARY


Just in time for Halloween,
COVID-19 made an inglorious
comeback as the bogeyman into
our societies after having granted
us a much-needed respite during
the summer months.



The announcement of two vaccines
that were highly effective in clinical
trials drove a risk-on mood in financial markets and injected additional
fuel into the post-election rally.
Overall, the MSCI World index was
up 11.3% in Q4 2020 so far.





Across the globe, central bankers
kept their printing presses busy in
Q4 2020. Since COVID-19 and its
implications for the world economy
will cast shadows for some time to
come, we see hardly any evidence
that the flood of cheap money
might abate in the coming quarters.
Despite the victory of Joseph Biden
in the US presidential elections,
we expect Washington to be under
well-balanced political leadership
for some time. Thus, investors are
better off not pricing in a mindblowing stimulus package for the
months to come since Republicans
will keep a close eye on budget
discipline.



While the global economic recovery has been proceeding at a solid
pace during the most recent quarter, some signs are slowing down.
We believe that the US economy
is prone to a slight consolidation
in Q4 2020 before it is expected to
resume its robust growth trend in
early 2021.



We believe that global equities still
offer a compelling opportunity set.
During the most recent quarter, we
increased our exposure towards cyclical stock markets, especially the
Eurozone. From a tactical perspective, we nevertheless see some
dark clouds building up in equity
markets.



Overall, we recommend that investors retain a very cautious attitude
toward fixed-income paper. Nevertheless, we still see some opportunities in Emerging Markets bonds
where rather supportive fundamentals and supportive valuations have
still not synched up again.
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INTRODUCTION
Oh my, 2020 has been a truly tumultuous year. Who would have thought that a vicious
virus out of China would have the ability to turn the whole planet upside down? 2020
has clearly demonstrated how little it takes to shake up well-established and longproven systems. This holds true for our social and professional life and for markets
and related concepts to manage financial assets. Global equity markets were
literally butchered in February and March, with the market collapsing at a speed
unparalleled in modern financial history. Even more complicating, the pandemic
unmasked the limitations of traditional portfolio construction, as the often-cited
diversification benefits of multi-asset portfolios went up in smoke. In a period of
extreme market volatility, even government bonds were unable to provide the
much-needed safety margin, resulting in painful losses for most balanced portfolios.
We believe that the expiring year will be remembered as a year of ground-breaking
change. People have been forced to adapt to the framework of a new world. A
new regime that will definitely continue leaving its marks in 2021 and beyond.
Concerning financial markets, this implies record-high valuations, highly-indebted
governments, and negative interest rates. To make matters worse, risk and return
for equity and fixed income markets are likely to be at an unprecedented disparity
for the foreseeable future. Thus, we believe that investors have no choice but to
change the way they manage their wealth fundamentally. In the future, holding
on to a long-term strategic asset allocation while only relying on (overestimated)
diversification benefits among different asset classes will not preserve the real value
of invested assets. We strongly advocate that investors should take a proactive and
flexible stance towards underlying portfolio risks. Thus, active risk management will
become a critical cornerstone for long-term capital preservation, helping prudent
investors navigate even the biggest storms in the coming decade.
With these critical thoughts, we would like to wish you and your family only the
very best for the upcoming Christmas season. We hope you will find some time
to recharge your energy reserves for 2021, which will, hopefully, turn out to be a
little more gracious than its predecessor. The present paper should support you in
making the right decisions in financial markets - a daunting task given the level of
uncertainty associated with 2021.
Last but not least: Be well and take good care during these unprecedented times!

Raphael Müller, CEO		

Andreas Schranz, CIO
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THE BIG PICTURE
MARKET REVIEW

VACCINE NEWS SPUR MARKET
ROTATION

ASSET CLASS PERFORMANCE
Market Review
Index

Asset Class

MSCI World Index

Equity

MSCI Emerging Markets Index

Equity

S&P 500 Index

Equity

Swiss Market Index

Equity

Euro Stoxx 50 Price Index

Equity

Barclays Glo.-Agg. Total Return Index

Fixed Income

Swiss Bond Index (SBI) Domestic Index

Fixed Income

Bloomberg Barclays Euro Agg. Index

Fixed Income

Gold Spot Price ($/Oz)

Alternatives

HFRI Equity Index

Alternatives

Just in time for Halloween, COVID-19 made an inglorious
comeback as the bogeyman into our societies after having
granted us a much-needed respite during the summer months.
Meanwhile, there are already more than 65 million
COVID-19 cases worldwide, almost twice the
number of people infected at the end of Q3 2020.
Given the anything but promising virus outlook in
10/12/2020
2020 YTD
early autumn, it is not surprising that Q4 2020 got
13.7%
off to a bumpy start. After a brutal technology selloff in the previous month, the equity benchmark
15.2%
MSCI World once again suffered a beating in
15.7%
October, ending the month 3.1% lower.

ASSET CLASS PERFORMANCE AS AT 10 DECEMBER 2020;
SOURCE: TRAMONDO INVESTMENT PARTNERS, BLOOMBERG

NOVEMBER MIGHT BE REMEMBERED AS THE TURNING POINT IN
THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19.

1.6%

In a lucky break for risky assets, the developments
in November were able to outshine the rather
discouraging news flow at the beginning of Q4
8.2%
2020. Expectedly, the long-awaited US elections
1.1%
clearly dominated the first days of the month.
While US President Donald Trump went into a
13.1%
comfortable lead after the first vote counts, his
21.0%
democratic challenger Joseph Biden eventually
gained the upper hand in the days following
11.9%
the election, thanks to a clear majority of mailin ballots cast in his favour. On November 7th,
based on statistical probabilities, Joseph Biden
was eventually declared the 46th president in
history by the US media, with state election boards following
suit with final vote certifications in the days that followed. Based
on the current political setting, and considering that lawsuits
challenging the electoral outcome are being dismissed at
scale, we think that investors should expect a well-balanced
distribution of power in Washington, laying the foundation for a
high degree of continuity in the US.
-3.3%

However, November not only proved to be pivotal for the
political landscape in the US. As people look back at this period
in the years to come, November might be remembered as the
turning point in the fight against COVID-19. The announcement
of two vaccines that were highly effective in clinical trials drove
a risk-on mood in financial markets and injected additional fuel
into the post-election rally.
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Global equity markets cheered the bright light at the end of
the tunnel, dragging this year's losing sectors (e.g., financials
or energy) back into the spotlight. Investors clearly priced-in
a sooner-than-expected re-opening of the real economy, and
their appetite for highly-cyclical companies returned.
Overall, the MSCI World index was up 11.3% this quarter. Cyclical
equity markets such as the Italian FTSE MIB or the Japanese
Nikkei 225 index even climbed 15.6% and 15.4%, respectively. The
Swiss equity market only returned 2.5% in Q4 2020, reflecting
a heavy tilt towards non-cyclical companies such as Nestlé,
Novartis, and Roche.
ASSET CLASSES WITH HIGHER
(CREDIT) RISK ENJOYED STELLAR DEMAND IN THE LAST
QUARTER OF 2020 SO FAR.

Turning to nominal assets, 10-year US treasury bonds currently
offer a yield of 0.97%, somewhat higher than the 0.68% at the end
of Q3 2020. Based on the previously mentioned risk-on stance in
financial markets, asset classes with higher (credit) risk enjoyed
stellar demand in the last quarter of 2020 so far. High-yield
bonds soared by 5.5% as underlying credit spreads decreased
to levels not seen since the onset of the COVID-19 crisis.
Gold, on the other hand, had to cope with a rather challenging
market environment. The encouraging vaccine news, combined
with a market-friendly outcome in the US elections, proved to
be a toxic cocktail for the precious metal. At the time of writing,
gold is quoted with a price of 1836 USD/oz, reflecting a loss of
-2.6% for the quarter in USD, and -5.9% in CHF, respectively.

MONETARY POLICY

CENTRAL BANKERS KEEP THE
PRINTING PRESSES BUSY
At its most recent meeting in early November, the
US Federal Reserve (Fed) thoroughly explored
further options for a more accommodative
monetary policy that would enable it to tackle
the virus-induced economic fallout. The
Fed unequivocally opened the door for new
emergency assistance, should the programs
already in place not achieve the desired effects.
One possible avenue would be to increase the already massive - bond purchase program in this
context. As an alternative, the Fed could open up
the investment universe by extending the duration
of government bonds eligible for the program.
With that, the US central bank would actively
manage the rates that impact mortgages and
other loans, thereby taking massive pressure off
corporates and private individuals. Furthermore,
it would also be possible to keep the status-quo
while extending the existing program.

CENTRAL BANKS' BALANCE SHEETS
AS A PERCENTAGE OF DOMESTIC GDP
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US Federal Reserve (Fed)

European Central Bank (ECB)

Bank of Japan (BOJ)
BSPGCPUS INDEX, BSPGCPEU INDEX, BSPGCPJP INDEX;
SOURCE: TRAMONDO INVESTMENT PARTNERS, BLOOMBERG
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Regardless of the final route of action, the Fed will definitely
maintain its supportive stance for the foreseeable future.
ECONOMISTS EXPECT THE ECB
TO BOOST FURTHER ITS LARGESCALE BOND-BUYING – THE SOCALLED PANDEMIC EMERGENCY
PURCHASE PROGRAM (PEPP).

In Europe, the picture looks pretty similar. Given the resurgent
pandemic, the European Central Bank (ECB) prepared the
ground for additional support measures at their meeting in late
October. Looking ahead, economists expect the ECB to boost
further its large-scale bond-buying – the so-called Pandemic
Emergency Purchase Program (PEPP). And to continue with
their cash injections for European banks. These new measures
could be announced as soon as mid-December when ECB
chairwoman Christine Lagarde and her council members meet
for the last time in 2020.
Across the globe, central bankers kept their printing presses
busy in Q4 2020. Since COVID-19 and its implications for the
world economy will cast shadows for some time to come, we
see hardly any evidence that the flood of cheap money might
abate in the coming quarters.

POLITICS

BALANCED POWER IN WASHINGTON
The US elections - touted in many market outlooks as the most
significant event for 2020 – came and went without upsetting the
markets. The unprecedented amount of votes cast by mail-in
ballots due to the pandemic meant that markets were forced to
patiently wait until Joseph Biden emerged as the 46th president
of the United States. And while the Trump campaign continues
to file a flurry of legal challenges to contest the election results
in several states, we are confident that this will play out without
any material changes in the result, given the comfortable margin
of victory.
THE NEW ADMINISTRATION
WILL PREFER TO BUILD PRESSURE IN A MULTILATERAL WAY
INSTEAD OF IMPOSING TRADE
TARIFFS, WHICH TYPICALLY
COME AT A GREATER ECONOMIC
COST.

At the time of writing, we foresee two key policy implications
from a Biden victory. First, we expect the incoming president
to take a more diplomatic and less confrontational foreign
policy approach. The new administration will prefer to build
pressure in a multilateral way instead of imposing trade tariffs,
which typically come at a greater economic cost. Second, the
US will reunite with its global peers to combat climate change.
The Biden/Harris administration left no doubt that it would rejoin the Paris climate agreement soon after its inauguration. We
expect this to help drive the green agenda ahead and shape the
policies for a robust global recovery in 2021.
Besides taking over the Oval Office, the Democrats also retained
control of the House of Representatives. Two special run-off
elections in Georgia in early January 2021 will decide the balance
of power in the Senate – a key determinant of what any future
stimulus package may look like. If the Republicans manage
to win at least one of these campaigns – which is highly likely
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according to polls – then they will hold on to their majority in the
Senate.
According to the above-illustrated scenario, we expect
Washington to be under well-balanced political leadership
for some time. Thus, investors are better off not pricing in a
mind-blowing stimulus package for the months to come since
Republicans will keep a close eye on budget discipline.
US BUDGET BALANCE AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP
5
0
-5
-10
-15
-20

With this year's budget deficit amounting to
roughly 15.5% relative to US GDP, investors should
prepare for a lengthy debate on Capitol Hill.
On the other side, the new political setting also
reduces the risk of substantial amendments in
corporate taxation. Financial market participants
on balance warmly welcomed the new political
constellation. After all, it implies weighing up the
prospects of less fiscal stimulus versus the lower
risk of higher taxes, the prospect of fewer trade
war tweets, and less uncertainty in general.

Moving eastward, China also took a few yet
rather important political decisions in the current
quarter. As part of its well-known five-year plan,
China reiterated its key economic priorities. Not
EHBBUS INDEX; SOURCE: TRAMONDO INVESTMENT PARTNERS, BLOOMBERG
surprisingly, the Chinese government stressed
the role and importance of local innovation and
technology in reducing its dependence on foreign strategic
technology over the next few years. One such segment is
the US semiconductor industry, where even the change in
administration is unlikely to alter the current political headwind
materially.

ECONOMICS

THE MOMENTUM IS SOMEWHAT
FADING
US CONSUMER SENTIMENT

While the global economic recovery has been
proceeding at a solid pace during the most
recent quarter, some signs are slowing down.
In the US, consumer sentiment has been clearly
deteriorating most recently, even though earlycyclical indicators continue to point toward an
improvement in the manufacturing and service
sectors. After having been in a supportive uptrend
since late summer, the University of Michigan
Consumer Sentiment index took a breather last
month. Consumption is still a pivotal element
of the US economy, making up almost 70% of
domestic GDP.
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CONSSENT INDEX (UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CONSUMER SENTIMENT INDEX);
SOURCE: TRAMONDO INVESTMENT PARTNERS, BLOOMBERG
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With that, we believe that the world's largest economy is prone
to a slight consolidation in Q4 2020 before it is expected to
resume its robust growth trend in early 2021.
In the Eurozone, the newly-imposed restrictions meant to
contain the virus' further spread have once again exacerbated
the gap between the manufacturing and the service sector.
The purchasing manager index (PMI) for the manufacturing
sector softened by just 1 point to 53.8 in November. Contrast
this with its service counterpart, which shrunk by 5.2 points to
41.7. Among the service sector, companies from the hotel and
travel industry are hardly surprising hit hardest based on the
still severe lockdown measures in the region. We think that the
region's economy might be in a good place to pick up pace in
2021 as its manufacturing-heavy and export-oriented character
will bode well in a world that re-opens post-COVID-19.
BY FAR, SWITZERLAND'S MOST
IMPORTANT TRADING PARTNER IS THE EUROZONE, WHOSE
FAIRWAY WILL SUPPORT THE
COUNTRY'S RECOVERY PATH
NEXT YEAR.

Switzerland's economic picture looks very similar to the one
in the Eurozone. While service sector indicators deteriorated
noticeably in November (down to 48.0 from 50.4 points), the
readings are still considerably higher than in spring when the
pandemic had its most devastating effect on the real economy.
At that time, the service sector's PMI dropped to 21.4 points. By
far, Switzerland's most important trading partner is the Eurozone,
whose fairway will support the country's recovery path next year.
Turning to China, it is worth mentioning that the world's secondbiggest economy is still expected to expand by 2.1% in 2020,
even though the country effectively spent the first quarter of
the year in a virus-induced hibernation. This means that China
is the only major economy to grow in 2020, albeit at the slowest
annual pace since 1976, the Chinese cultural revolution's final
year. Overall, the country's economic recovery continued to
accelerate in Q4 2020. It appears that consumers have shaken
off their COVID-19 caution. Still, weaker-than-expected growth
in consumer spending alludes to persistent risks stemming from
resurgent virus cases globally and ongoing trade tensions with
the US.
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MARKET EUPHORIA CALLS
FOR CAUTION
INVESTMENT CONCLUSION
ASSET ALLOCATION
CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITIES

ALTERNATIVES

Please note that this is an asset allocation snapshot
as at 10 December 2020. Our portfolios are actively
managed and allocations are reviewed daily for their
accuracy and to ensure downside protection.

TOO MUCH BULL FEVER COUPLED WITH AN (ALMOST) FULL
POSITIONING TOWARDS RISKY
ASSETS RARELY ENDS WELL.

We believe that global equities still offer a compelling
opportunity set. The broad political backdrop should remain
supportive, given very loose monetary policy globally and
continued fiscal support. The earnings slump in 2020 due
to COVID-19 should prove to be transitory. Most recent data
from the Q3 2020 earnings season indicates that corporate
America performs exceptionally well in light of the undoubtedly
significant challenges most companies face. For 2021, analysts
expect global equities to exceed already earnings levels seen
in 2019, clearly underpinning that companies have digested this
year's difficult market environment exceptionally well.
During the most recent quarter, we increased our exposure
towards cyclical stock markets, especially the Eurozone. As
global growth is very likely to accelerate in the course of 2021,
we suggest that investors better not ignore cyclical sectors and
regions. In our view, industrials still provide attractive value in a
world that frees itself from the shackles of COVID-19. However,
we continue to stick to technology and healthcare, both being
high-quality sectors that offer attractive structural potential still
to be exploited.
From a tactical perspective, we nevertheless see some dark
clouds building up in equity markets. After an outstanding
post-election rally, the euphoria has spread among market
participants. There are a handful of different market indicators
calling for caution as we move into 2021. Cash allocations in
portfolios, to name one example, have declined significantly in
recent months. Meanwhile, equity funds have seen net-inflows
above USD 110 billion since early November, the highest number
since mid-2017. While these flows into equity markets can
continue for some time, this leads us to raise a warning finger at
this point. Overall, too much bull fever coupled with an (almost)
full positioning towards risky assets rarely ends well.
With regard to fixed income markets, low bond yields combined
with falling yield volatility may fuel doubts whether government
and high-quality corporate bonds can still provide an adequate
hedge for a balanced portfolio. The expiring year has shown that,
under extreme market stress, even government bonds cannot
be trusted to provide a much-needed safety margin. We believe
that this picture should not change too much in the future. Most
recently, the Fed once again dampened expectations that it
will allow its key policy rate to turn negative. Given the already
extremely low yield levels in the US, the Eurozone, and Japan,
we hardly believe that government bonds will offer the needed
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cushion should market volatility spike again. Therefore, we
strongly advise our clients to employ an active management
approach to buffering sharp equity market downturns in the
coming decade.
Overall, we recommend that investors retain a very cautious
attitude toward fixed-income paper. Nevertheless, we still see
some opportunities in Emerging Markets bonds where rather
supportive fundamentals and underlying valuations have still not
synched up again. Beyond that, we stick to our strategic position
in inflation-protected government bonds since this asset class's
risk-reward looks compelling.
Even though gold has experienced a challenging Q4 2020 so far,
we would like to reiterate our positive view of the precious metal.
We continue to consider gold as the only currency which cannot
be expanded, i.e., printed, endlessly. Thus, it will remain an
important element within a balanced portfolio and an attractive
hedge against the (unfortunately unknown) challenges of the
next year.
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PERFORMANCE TABLE AND CONSENSUS FORECAST
Price

2020 YTD

Last Quarter*

6 Months

12 Months

Regions
MSCI World
SMI
EuroStoxx 50
DAX
S&P500
Nasdaq
Nikkei
MSCI Emerging Markets
China CSI 300

2'628
10'430
3'529
13'340
3'673
12'339
26'756
1'256
4'941

13.72
1.63
-3.25
0.69
15.67
38.81
15.43
15.16
23.19

11.33
2.54
10.67
4.54
9.57
10.69
15.40
16.24
7.78

16.57
2.64
7.43
5.72
15.49
24.49
17.09
26.04
24.15

17.11
3.40
-1.29
1.79
19.28
44.55
16.73
22.49
29.56

Sectors
S&P GL 1200 Energy Index
S&P GL 1200 CONS DISC IX
S&P GL 1200 CONS STAP IX
S&P GL 1200 Real Estate
S&P GL 1200 UTILITIES IX
S&P GL 1200 Comm SRVS
S&P GL 1200 HEALTH CARE
S&P GL 1200 INFO TECH
S&P GL 1200 MATERIAL INX
S&P GL 1200 INDUSTRL INX
S&P GL 1200 FINANCIAL

1'410
4'649
3'256
2'134
1'795
1'514
4'245
7'349
3'270
3'181
1'370

-27.59
24.83
6.50
-5.55
3.58
21.30
11.43
37.46
20.55
10.70
-4.38

32.70
9.92
5.20
6.08
6.81
12.72
5.60
8.90
15.26
14.68
21.80

-3.19
22.12
10.64
0.75
6.64
18.21
8.65
24.59
25.80
20.81
12.98

-24.45
28.48
8.10
-3.92
7.87
24.14
15.36
44.85
25.23
12.32
-1.55

3'521
267
142
2'317
420
1'274
298
472

8.67
2.95
0.87
6.15
1.63
5.33
7.53
2.17

1.90
2.15
0.50
5.49
5.20
3.33
4.75
3.03

4.50
4.14
2.08
8.04
6.82
6.10
8.46
6.01

8.99
2.84
0.00
7.78
2.32
6.72
8.28
3.22

1.21
0.89
1.08
1.33
0.75
104.50
6.54

7.87
-8.72
-0.95
0.63
6.31
-3.93
-6.52

3.17
-3.55
0.38
3.26
4.20
-0.95
-3.80

6.34
-6.15
0.18
4.66
6.66
-2.51
-7.93

9.04
-10.72
-1.54
1.41
9.62
-4.04
-7.54

GDP Growth
World
United States
Eurozone
Germany
Switzerland
Emerging Markets
China

2018
3.70
2.90
1.80
1.50
2.60
4.97
6.60

2019
3.00
2.30
1.20
0.60
0.80
4.32
6.10

2020E
-3.90
-3.55
-7.40
-5.60
-4.00
-0.77
2.00

2021E
5.20
3.75
4.60
4.00
3.70
5.02
8.20

Inflation
World
United States
Eurozone
Germany
Switzerland
Emerging Markets
China

2018
3.30
2.40
1.70
1.90
0.90
3.53
2.10

2019
3.00
1.80
1.20
1.40
0.40
3.88
2.90

2020E
2.20
1.20
0.30
0.40
-0.70
3.43
2.70

2021E
2.70
1.90
0.90
1.30
0.20
3.37
1.73

3M Rate Expectations
United States
Eurozone
Switzerland
China

2018
2.74
-0.32
-0.72
3.05

2019
0.34
-0.42
-0.74
2.82

2020E
0.26
-0.50
-0.74
2.89

2021E
0.34
-0.45
-0.74
2.88

Asset Classes
10/12/2020
GLOBAL EQUITY MARKETS

GLOBAL BOND MARKETS
Sectors
USD Investment Grade
EUR Investment Grade
CHF Investment Grade
USD High Yield
EUR High Yield
USD Emerging Markets Debt
USD Contingent Convertibles
USD Senior Loans
GLOBAL FX MARKETS
Currency pair
EURUSD
USDCHF
EURCHF
GBPUSD
AUDUSD
USDJPY
USDCNH
* Performance data until 10.12.2020

MACRO DATA

PERFORMANCE TABLE AND CONSENSUS FORECAST AS AT 10 DECEMBER 2020;
SOURCE: TRAMONDO INVESTMENT PARTNERS, BLOOMBERG
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LEGAL NOTICE
This publication has been prepared by Tramondo
Investment Partners AG (the “Company”)
regardless of specific or future investment
objectives, a particular financial or tax situation or
the individual needs of a particular recipient and
is provided to you for the exclusive purpose of
personal use and information only. It is based on
specific facts and circumstances and prepared
for a specific purpose. It is not intended to be, and
may not be, relied on by any other person.

for investors who understand and assume the
risks involved. Investments in foreign currencies
are subject to currency fluctuations, investments
in emerging markets or in special products
are exposed to special risks. An investment in
a target described in this presentation should
be made only after careful study of the most
recent prospectus and a comprehensive due
diligence on the targeted assets. The Company
recommends that investors carefully assess and
seek professional advice if needed with regard
to financial, legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences before making a final
investment decision or implementing a strategy.
The investor assumes responsibility for the proper
declaration of all assets and their tax assessment.

The information in this publication constitutes
neither a solicitation, an offer, nor a
recommendation to any person in Switzerland or
any other jurisdiction, to purchase, subscribe or
sell any securities or other financial instruments,
to use it as a sufficient basis for an investment
decision or to conclude any legal act of any kind
to this end. Furthermore, this publication should
not be construed as a financial, legal or tax advice.

The Company reserves the right to change at
any time the content of this publication in part
or entirely, at all times and without prior notice.
Although the Company acts with due care to
ensure the accuracy of the information contained
in this publication, it cannot guarantee such. The
Company or its employees assume no liability for
any damages (neither tangible nor intangible) that
arise through the use or non-use of the information
contained herein, especially no responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, reliability or
comparability of the information contained herein
relating to third parties that is based solely on
publicly available information.

The information and opinions expressed in this
publication were carefully collected, analyzed
and composed by the Company based on publicly
available information from trustworthy sources as
of the date of the creation of the publication. They
are subject to change. The Company undertakes
no obligation to update the information herein
and it should be noted that significant events
may have occurred since the date of the creation.
Although the information has been obtained from
and is based upon sources that the Company
believes to be reliable, no guarantee is assumed
that the information is accurate or complete.
Any reference to past performance data is not
necessarily indicative of current and future
returns.

Tramondo Investment Partners AG is incorporated
in Switzerland and is FINMA licensed and
regulated.
Contact Information:
Tramondo Investment Partners AG
Unter Altstadt 10
CH-6302 Zug

The calculated values are solely indicative.
The effective allocation and results depend
on investment activity and the development
of investments and may differ from the model
results. The implementation of an investment
proposal can ultimately occur differently and
deviate from the structure presented or the
products mentioned.

Tel: +41 41 710 76 76
info@tramondo.ch
www.tramondo.ch

Individual products or components of this
publication may have a certain complexity and a
high risk (e.g. derivatives, alternative investments,
structured investments). They are only intended
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